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DIDACTIC OBJECTIVES

Specific objectives

This Didactic Unit has been created
within the framework of the project
“EDUCATIONAL
INCLUSION
INTO
DIVERSITY, FACING EARLY SCHOOL
LEAVING: Innovative methodologies to
support ethnic minority students and
stop Hate Speech in Europe” co-financed
by the Erasmus+ Programme. One of the
main objectives of this project is: “to
fight against Hate Speech and educate
to end exclusionary and racist behaviors
in the classroom through educational
and awareness tools for students.”

That is why through this Didactic Unit
the following specific objectives are
expected to be achieved:

And it is precisely to achieve this
objective that this Didactic Unit for the
Freedom of Speech and against
Ideological Hatred was created, which is
part of the kit of Open Educational
Resources (OERs) aimed at fighting Hate
Speech, and in this case specifically
ideological hatred, while also exploring
the limits of freedom of speech.
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•

Identify the limits of the freedom of
speech and its evolution throughout
history.

•

Identify ideological hatred and the
types of hate speech linked to it.

•

Address ideological hatred and
analyze the variables that constitute
it.

•

Understand how prejudices and
stereotypes are formed and how
they
influence
discriminatory
behaviors.

•

Promote that the group identifies
and engages as citizens who
contribute to a world of equality for
all people.

COMPETENCES
The main competences, as established by the COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION of 22 May
2018, regarding the key competences to be developed through this Didactic Unit are:1

▪ Proficiency in reading and writing
Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, express, create and interpret concepts,
feelings, facts, and opinions orally and in written form, through visual, sound, or audio
and digital materials in different disciplines and contexts. This involves the ability to
communicate and connect effectively with other people, appropriately and creatively.

▪ Digital competence
Digital competence involves the safe, critical, and responsible use of digital technologies
for learning, at work, and for participation in society, as well as interaction with them. It
includes information and data literacy, communication and collaboration, media
literacy, digital content creation (including programming), security (including digital
well-being and cybersecurity-related competencies), intellectual property issues,
problem solving, and critical thinking.

▪ Interpersonal skills and the ability to acquire new skills
Personal, social, and the learning-to-learn competence is the ability to reflect on oneself,
manage time and information effectively, collaborate with others constructively,
maintain resilience, and manage one’s own learning and career. This includes the ability
to cope with uncertainty and complexity, to learn to learn, contribute to one’s physical
and emotional well-being, maintain physical and mental health, and be able to lead a
healthy, future-oriented life, express empathy, and manage conflict in an integrative and
supportive context.

1

RECOMMENDATION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION of 22 May 2018 on key competences
(2018/C 189/01).
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▪ Competence in active citizenship
Citizen competence is the ability to act as responsible citizens and participate fully in
social and civic life, based on an understanding of social, economic, legal, and political
concepts and structures, as well as sustainability and world events.

▪ Entrepreneurial
initiative

competence,

autonomy,

and

personal

Entrepreneurial competence refers to the ability to act on opportunities and ideas and
transform them into values for others. It is based on creativity, critical thinking and
problem solving, on having initiative, perseverance, and the ability to work
collaboratively in the planning and management of projects of financial, social, or
cultural value.
Photo by Dan Edge in Unsplash
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METHODOLOGY

In this Didactic Unit, a participatory,
active,
group,
and
experiential
methodology has been used. It is
important that the teacher or teachers
who want to participate in the
implementation of this Didactic Unit
know the materials that we provide in
the Ideological Hatred kit (posters,
surveys, videos, activities, etc.), so they
can adjust them to the peculiarities of
the group.

Our goal is for this to not be just another
Didactic Unit, but that students are able
to use this knowledge in everyday life,
and to make schools more inclusive and
free of discrimination and bullying, as
well as free of ideological hatred, etc.

We are committed to cooperative and
collaborative learning that helps to
adjust the different rhythms of each
student to the group and use the
individual
knowledge
to
learn
collectively.

Methodological guidelines:
It will be adapted to the students of the
classroom,
incorporating
those
necessary changes depending on the
diversity of each classroom, individual,
and collective needs.

We use active methodologies, through
the joint resolution of tasks, project
work by groups and experimentation,
first individual for reflection, and then
group for collaborative learning.
The keys to this Didactic Unit are both
the theoretical contents and the
practical activities through debates,
role-playing, etc. That is why we
consider the non-formal aspects of
education, to achieve an active
participation of the students.
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•

It will be implemented through a
participatory,
inductive,
and
facilitating methodology.

•

Generate a climate of trust and
facilitate the expression of feelings,
emotions or desires.

•

Develop affection and empathy as a
common thread in the activities with
the group, both from a horizontal

point of view (between students
themselves),
and
vertically
(affection of the adult towards the
students and from the students
towards the adult).
•

Not
leaving
any
questions
unanswered. The curiosity of each
student sparks concerns, ideas, and
desires to know what needs to be
answered.

•

Balance the importance given to
each individual and family reality.
Each student must have their space
in the context of the development of
the activity.

•

Respect individual rhythms and
adjust group rhythms.
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•

Each student will be who states their
own diversity. Sometimes the
impatience of adults or wanting to
set examples makes us point out the
diversities in others; this can cause
stigmatization,
a
negative
experience, or shyness. You have to
be careful.

•

Use inclusive language, not sexist,
not racist, not LGBTQphobic, not
aporophobic, not disablist, etc.
Before carrying out activities, the
person who is going to direct them
must have worked on the subject
themselves, expose themselves to
their own internalized behaviors and
go through a process of awareness
around these issues.

CONTENTS
1. WHAT IS HATE SPEECH?

necessary conditions and
concurrent one.

In 1997 the Council of Europe defined
hate speech as “any form of expression
that disseminates, incites, promotes or
justifies ideological hatred, racial
hatred, xenophobia, antisemitism, or
other forms of hatred based on
intolerance (…)”.

a third

Necessary conditions:

The expression hate speech defines a
communicative act that has the
objective of disseminating a message
that directly attacks -or incites third
parties to attack- the dignity and rights
of a group of people defined by certain
characteristic or set thereof (ethnicity,
religion, culture, political ideas, sex,
gender, sexual orientation, etc.), which
has generally historically fueled
discrimination or persecution.
Although hate speech can be easily
found on the Internet and especially in
social media, a huge scope of
development and reach is a much older
phenomenon. Regardless of the means
of dissemination of the message, it is
based on the existence of the
stereotypes on which prejudices are
based, which can end up causing
discriminatory and even violent effects.

•

The existence of an identifiable
group of people that is the target of
said hate speech (these are often
groups that have historically
suffered persecution and even
violence).

•

The intention of humiliating or
attacking the dignity, rights or
integrity of the members of said
target group. This can happen more
or less directly, making direct
reference to the group or
phenomena that have historically
served to humiliate or persecute it.

Concurrent condition:

Violent speech has vague limits, so it is
necessary to detect it through a series of
characteristics and contents that clearly
identify it. We can establish two
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•

Inciting third parties to join the
humiliating or threatening speech or
actions.

•

Hate speech articulates and justifies
each of the steps of what could be
called “the ladder of hatred” (also a
pyramid or iceberg of hatred), and
facilitates climbing its steps, if one
does not actively fight to stop the
progression.

VIOLENCE: verbal (humiliation, intimidation, harassment, threats,
insults) or physical (desecration, arson, vandalism, assault, rape,
murder, terrorism, genocide).
DISCRIMINATE: exclude and discriminate in the access or rights to
work, education, housing, public and private services, political or
economic participation, etc.
PREJUDGE: isolate and exclude a group by ridiculing or dehumanizing
it, thus generating social rejection or hostility towards its individuals,
often through stigmatization and denigration.
STEREOTYPING: spread rumors, insensitive comments, hurtful jokes,
use exclusionary (non-inclusive) language, place blame on group
identity. Always spreading the negative and never the positive aspects
of a group. In short, acceptance and uncritical dissemination of
stereotypes.
The curators of the Auschwitz-Birkenau Nazi death camp of repeat a phrase that reflects
the complexity and horror of the Holocaust:
“When we look at Auschwitz we only see the end of the process: the Holocaust did not
begin with the gas chambers; hatred gradually developed from words, stereotypes
and prejudices, through legal exclusion, dehumanization, and escalating violence.”
On the other hand, it is often a question of protecting hate speech under the umbrella
of the right to freedom of speech.

2. WHAT IS THE FREEDOM OF

accepted,
questioned,
refuted,
adapted… because only in this way is
human progress and the free
development of people, arts, science, or
technology possible. Plurality and
tolerance towards different ideas are
necessary prerequisites for maintaining
a free society and strengthening human
development.

SPEECH?
It is the right, both individual and
collective, of having and publicly
disseminating opinions and positions on
any issue without prior censorship or
fear of reprisals. It is a fundamental
right, because restricting it limits the
free development of individual
personality and identity, or the
participation in social life. It is a
fundamental freedom in any democratic
society, in which -as a matter of
principle- ideas must flow freely to be

It is one of the fundamental rights
recognized by the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (art.19) adopted by the
UN in 1948, as well as by the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights of 1966 (art.19) signed
11

by 166 states. It is also contemplated
both in the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (art.10) and in
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of
the European Union (art.11) It is
specially protected by the constitutions
or fundamental laws of numerous
countries (in the Spanish Constitution in
article 20) and is one of the essential
requirements, although certainly not
the only one, for a political regime to be
considered democratic.

their employment contract, with the
right to receive a compensation,
when the editorial line of the
medium changes substantially.
•

In this context, it is worth quoting a
famous phrase erroneously attributed
to the philosopher Voltaire, but which
synthesizes the defense of the right to
the freedom of speech: “I disapprove of
what he says, but I will defend to the
death his right to say it.”.

Freedom of Speech has a long history: it
was recognized as a right in Athenian
democracy and also in the Roman
Republic. In modern law it first appears
in the English Bill of Law of 1689. In 1789
the French Revolution enshrined it in
one of the articles of the Declaration of
the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.

But this right, like any other, is not
absolute and unlimited; on the contrary,
it finds its limitations when it conflicts
with other rights.

Freedom of speech not only protects
the ability to express and disseminate
ideas and opinions, it also encompasses
the freedom to seek and receive
information, literary and artistic
creation, scientific and technical
research, academic freedom; and allows
all of that to be done by any means of
dissemination. In direct relation to
freedom of speech we find two very
important figures for the free exercise
of the information profession such as:
•

Professional secrecy: it protects
professional against the obligation
to reveal their sources publicly,
including their bosses or public
authorities.

The conscience clause: it entitles
information professionals to two
possibilities when they disagree
with an information they have to
share – either refuse to participate
in the preparation or the public
responsibility of it; or to terminate
12

3. WHAT ARE THE LIMITS OF

whether or not the communication in
question really falls within the criminal
figures. We can have our own opinion
on this and even debate with complete
freedom, but the courts are in charge of
judging it and effectively limiting the
right to freedom of speech.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH?
Expressions can cause harm or offend
people in many different ways, but even
expressions that harm and offend can
be protected by the freedom of speech.
The question is not so much the degree
of the damage or the offense,
something quite subjective, but the
direct intentionality and the objective
pursued. The balance between the right
to express oneself freely and the rights
of third parties is sometimes difficult to
assess. The key question is, what is the
limit of what is acceptable to protect
with freedom of speech?

In any case, we must be clear that the
right to freedom of speech does not
protect the right to encourage or even
instigate other people to be deprived of
their fundamental rights or to see them
limited, but it does protect the right to
disseminate opinions or information
even if they are repugnant or even
offensive. Also, in order to really
perceive the position to be adopted
before a message that encourages hate
speech, it is necessary to assess the
specific circumstances in which it is
issued, as well as the time and place.
The same message can vary greatly its
meaning and consequences depending
on the circumstances in which it is
issued.

The limits of fundamental rights, such as
freedom of speech, are naturally found
when they collide with other rights or
freedoms such as the life and dignity of
people, the right to one’s own public
image,
to
honor,
privacy,
confidentiality, intellectual property,
etc.; or with fundamental objectives for
social welfare and public peace, such as
collective security and public order. In
fact, certain expressions that violate the
rights of other people constitute a crime
and cannot be protected under freedom
of speech. For example, communicative
behaviors that are intentionally
defamatory, slanderous, seditious, that
incite hatred, violence, crime, or divulge
secrets. The problem is to appreciate

We previously saw the ladder of hatred;
the limits to freedom of speech are in
the second step, but appreciating when
a statement falls within the inadmissible
can be controversial and therefore this
limit is vague, one needs to see then
which of the rights in conflict should
prevail.
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LADDER OF HATRED AND EXAMPLES OF MESSAGES
“All immigrants
eliminated.”

VIOLENCE

DISCRIMINATION

AREA OF WHAT
IS RESTRICTIBLE

must

be

“We have to stop immigrants
from staining our schools.”
“‘Muslim’ and ‘terrorist’ is the
same.”

LIMIT
PREJUDICES
“Jews are greedy by nature.”

AREA OF WHAT
IS PERMISSIBLE

“Each immigrant is stealing the
job of one of us.”
“Most jews are greedy.”

STEREOTYPES
“Muslims are pretty dirty.”

Statements located in the area of what is permissible does not make them acceptable.
It is best to show our disagreement or rejection due to it being or coming from a
stereotype or prejudice and showing that it is not a reasonable idea or is not adjusted
to reality.

4. WHAT IS IDEOLOGICAL

contribute to organizing political and
electoral options, but they show
important vectors of influence on the
rest of aspects of social reality such as
economy, law, culture, morality, or
religion. Ideologies are classified within
a right-left axis or also in the restorativeconservative-reformist-revolutionary
axis, depending on whether they seek to
maintain, modify, or overthrow the
current social order, either to return to
a previous one or to set a new one.

HATRED?
An ideology is a more or less coherent
system of thoughts, ideas, beliefs, and
values that supposes on the one hand a
certain interpretation of social reality,
and on the other a set of actions for its
regiment and modification. Ideologies
are protagonists of the world of politics,
they structure public opinion and
14

In every human society there is a
mainstream ideology -shared by the
vast majority of people-, but in all
societies there has also been the
coexistence, in many cases not peaceful,
of various ideologies. In democratic
societies, coexistence between them is
tolerant and peaceful with the various
options. Democracy is distinguished not
so much by the hegemony of majority
options as by the respect for minority
ones.

an intrinsic part of the dominant
ideology.
In the democratic cities of ancient
Greece or the Roman Republic, and in
Western societies following the
revolutions and democratic reforms
carried out in various European and
American
countries
from
the
seventeenth century onwards, as well as
in modern democratic and inclusive
societies, tolerance and respect for
various political and religious choices
have been an important component.
But human history has not followed a
linear and upward path toward
freedom, justice, equality, tolerance, or
inclusion.

One or more ideologies can be hated,
but we understand by ideological hatred
that which is felt against people for
defending and assuming a certain
ideology. Ideological hatred shows
especially in the field of politics, and it is
used to marginalize, segregate, and
even attack people who have certain
political-ideological positions.

We can speak of ideological hatred not
so much because of the origin and
justification of hatred itself, which is
carried out by certain extremist
ideologies based on always irrational
stereotypes and prejudices; but rather
by the objective of that same hatred
aimed at a certain people due to the
ideology they defend. Nazi-fascist
ideologies or exclusionary nationalism
use this.

Political differences are an intrinsic part
of human sociability. Throughout the
history of humanity, these differences
have been expressed in very different
ways, also having consequences that are
sometimes terrible and violent. In the
first civilizations, which had clear ties
between divinity and the absolute
power of a monarch, which had later
correspondence in the Roman Empire or
the medieval and modern absolute
monarchies, there was a tendency to
fight violently and to physically
eliminate people who faced the
dominant ideology. In these societies,
both the dominant ideology and those
that confronted it often had a clear
religious implication, since religion was

The protagonists of ideological hatred
are usually the so-called “hate groups”,
characterized by using hate speech
towards certain groups for various
reasons,
and
being
easily
distinguishable for their use of a
recurring imagery based on the Nazi
regime.
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5. THE PARADOX OF

contrary, begin by accusing all
reasoning; thus, they can forbid their
adherents, for example, who listen to
rational reasoning, accusing them of
being misleading, and to teach them to
respond to arguments through the use of
fists or weapons. We must then claim, in
the name of tolerance, the right not to
tolerate the intolerant. We must demand
that any movement that preaches
intolerance be outside the law, and that
any incitement to intolerance and
persecution be considered criminal, in
the same way as in the case of
incitement to murder, kidnapping, or
slave trade.

TOLERANCE
Tolerance is one of the intrinsic
characteristics of a democratic society,
but does that mean that everything
must be tolerated? Does it have limits?
We owe to philosopher Karl Popper
(1902-1994) the formulation of the
paradox of tolerance in his work “The
Open Society and its Enemies” (1945):
“Unlimited tolerance must lead to the
disappearance of tolerance. If we extend
unlimited tolerance even to those who
are intolerant; if we are not prepared to
defend a tolerant society against the
outrages of the intolerant, the result will
be the destruction of those tolerant, and
of tolerance itself with them. By this
approach we don’t mean, for example,
that we should always prevent the
expression of intolerant philosophical
concepts; as long as we can counter
them with rational arguments and keep
them in check before public opinion,
banning them would of course be
unwise. But we must claim the right to
prohibit them -by force if necessary-, for
it may well be that they are not intended
to impose themselves on us on the plane
of rational arguments, but on the

We must therefore claim, in the name of
tolerance, the right not to tolerate
intolerance.”

Other philosophers have supported this
approach by arguing that a tolerant
society should in principle tolerate
intolerant groups. In fact, many minority
groups propose alternatives or clearly
intolerant behaviors; but when a
tolerant society sees its survival or that
of its institutions in danger, it will be
entitled to limit and even prohibit
intolerance.

Photo by Samuel Regan-Asante in Unsplash
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ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1: DETECTING STEREOTYPES, PREJUDICES AND HOAXES.

Material: Photocopies of texts, pens and paper, internet access.
Time: 45 minutes approximately.
Groupings: Small groups, large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.
Activity description:
Organize small groups so they can work separately, and provide copies of the text of this
activity to each group, previously explaining the concepts of stereotype, prejudice, hoax,
or fake news, and that they must detect them in the text. Then, shared in a large group
the elements identified and the reason why they believe it is one thing or another.
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STEREOTYPE, PREJUDICE, HOAX? (some are true)
1. “The Olympic medal table is dominated by large countries; it seems that size does
matter when it comes to obtaining sporting triumphs.”
2. “Scots are usually stingy, that’s why my Scottish neighbor always wears the same
clothes. Luckily the rest of the neighbors are all from here and we don’t do strange
things.”
3. “My sister is very worried because a Muslim family has started to live next to her; she
is very afraid because they will surely have problems with them because they are very
religious.”
4. “The Chinese are very hard-working people.”
5. “It has been discovered that the origin of the human species is not in Africa.”
6. “Fascist groups show a clear tendency towards xenophobic, racist, and generally
intolerant attitudes towards other minorities such as the LGBTQ+ collective.”
7. “Argentina is a country of neurotic people; they are the nation with the most
psychologists per inhabitant in the world. In Spain, on the other hand, we are much
better mentally, it is one of the countries where fewer antidepressants are taken.”
8. “Blacks are better at sports.”
9. “Poor people are not to blame for their situation, they are victims of it.”
10. “The US has a significant problem of overweight in a large part of its population.
Usually overweight people are nice people; that’s why it’s such a nice country.”
11. “No one who is very rich has earned their money honestly.”
12. “Persons with albinism often develop vision problems.”
13. “The French like to eat well, and their women are advocates of international fashion,
but they are well known for their unfriendliness towards foreigners. They are usually
quite unfriendly, especially with Americans; many films reflect this treatment to Yankee
tourists in France.”
14. “George will surely be here at the scheduled time, he is British and he is surely always
on time, like all the British. However, you’ll see that Manuel will be late, as always, and
he lives nearby!”
15. “Most teenagers do not have much interest in their studies.”
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COMMENTS ON THE STATEMENTS
(don’t distribute to students):
1. While some of the countries with the most Olympic medals are among the largest in
size and population, others just aren’t. It’s not the size that increases the quality of
the athletes, but the resources and efforts that each country invests in sports. Thus,
some small countries also have had great successes in the medal table.
2. The stereotype of Scottish stinginess is as unfounded as that of the normality of our
compatriots.
3. It is a prejudice to assume Muslims are always problematic.
4. It is a positive prejudice towards the Chinese to think that they are all very
hardworking.
5. It is a hoax that the human species did not originate in Africa.
6. It is true that fascist groups are intolerant of certain minorities.
7. Argentinians being neurotic is a stereotype. It is true that it’s the country with the
most psychologists per inhabitant. It is also a stereotype that Spaniards have good
mental health; and the last statement is a hoax, since Spain is among the top 10
countries where more antidepressants per inhabitant are taken.
8. It is obviously a stereotype that black people are better at sports; in this case it is a
positive stereotype, but a negative prejudice can be quickly inferred from thinking
that they must as a result be inferior in non sport-related things.
9. This reflection on poor people is a positive prejudice.
10. It is true that in the US there is a significant problem of obesity. The rest of the
consequences are stereotypes.
11. Negativity about how monetary wealth was obtained is a prejudice.
12. It is true that persons with albinism have ophthalmological issues.
13. This reflection on French and Americans is full of stereotypes and prejudices; only
one thing is certain: many films show this supposedly bad relationship between
French and Americans.
14. It is a positive prejudice, to think that George will be on time for being British; on the
other hand, it is previous experiences with Manuel what makes us to think that he’ll
be late.
15. Generalizing statements are usually, as in this case, prejudiced exaggerations.
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ACTIVITY 2: DETECTING MESSAGES THAT ENCOURAGE HATE SPEECH.
Material: Internet access, pen and paper.
Time: 45 minutes approximately.
Groupings: Small groups, large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.

Activity description:
After explaining the concepts of hate speech and the different shapes it takes depending
on the groups against which it is directed, organize small groups and ask them to look
online for comments that reflect said speech in social networks, websites, blogs, etc.
The double objective is on the one hand that each group looks for and identifies various
examples of hate speech, noting them and against which groups they are directed; on
the other hand, to make each group think and look for arguments to rationally
counteract stereotypes, prejudices and hoaxes. After a reasonable time, share the
results by reflecting on the easy online spreading of hate speech and how it is based on
stereotypes, prejudices, and hoaxes.

Photo by Jason Leung in Unsplash
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ACTIVITY 3: FREEDOM OF SPEECH.

Material: Internet access, pen and paper.
Time: 45 minutes approximately.
Groupings: Small groups, large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.

Activity description:
Form small groups of students and give them the following texts:
•

Universal Declaration of Human Rights | United Nations

•

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

•

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

•

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union

•

The Spanish Constitution

Each group has to look in the legal texts for the articles that refer to freedom of speech,
noting down whish they are and what noteworthy aspects they contain, especially
referring to what freedoms are protected, their limits, and how they affect jobs and
aspects of daily life.
After a few time, start a sharing where each group provides its own considerations.
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ACTIVITY 4: DEBATE ON THE ROLE OF THE PRESS IN DEMOCRATIC
SOCIETIES.
Material: Audio and sound projector.
Time: 2-3 hours.
Groupings: Large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.
Activity description:
Screening of any of the following films on the role of the free press in democratic
societies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Broadcast News (1987)
Good Night, and Good Luck (2005)
Citizen Kane (1941)
Truth (2015)
Deadline (1952)
Frost/Nixon (2009)
The Post (2018)
Kill the Messenger (2014)
All the President’s Men (1976)

Afterwards, start a debate on what the fil depicts, placing emphasis on the fact that free
journalism is a real counterpower, since it can report on what those in power intend to
keep secret. The objective is to also reflect on the protection of sources (professional
secrecy) and the independence of the media (conscience clause), all within the
framework of the right to the freedom of speech, and specifically the citizen’s right to
look for and get free and truthful information.

Photo by Bank Phrom in Unsplash
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ACTIVITY 5: JUDGMENT ON WHETHER A TEXT SHOULD BE PROTECTED
BY FREEDOM OF SPEECH.
Material: Pen and paper.
Time: 2 hours.
Groupings: Small groups, shared work.
Educational level: Secondary Education.

Activity description:
The objective is to organize a trial, with its various components:
•

A tribunal, which shall preside over and moderate the procedure; composed of
one or three students.

•

A jury, which will decide the verdict; composed of an even number of students,
one of them acting as their spokesperson.

•

The accusing party.

•

The defending party.

All students must know their role to play in the trial, should prepare their arguments
beforehand, and meet separately for it. Allow for a certain level of creativity, in providing
testimonial evidence, arguing freely and citing examples, legal texts, treaties, etc.
Make sure that groups are not able to listen to each other. While the prosecution and
defense prepare their arguments and interventions, the court will decide how the trial
is organized (order of interventions, times, speaking turns, etc.), and the jury will read
the text and reflect on it valuing their opinions. Each group has to assume their role of
defending one or another position.
The purpose of the trial is to determine the case of Bladet Tromso and Stensaas vs
Norway, which was decided by the European Court of Human Rights (Strasbourg Court)
in 1999.
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CASE OF BLADET TROMSO AND STENSAAS vs NORWAY
PLAINTIFF: Bladet Tromso A/S company, publisher of “Bladet Tromso” newspaper
(Norway).

DEFENDANT: The State of Norway.

REASON: Judgment of 14 March 1992, the NordTroms District Court, which convicted
the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs consider that, in that judgment, there is an unjustified
interference with their right to the freedom of speech, guaranteed by Article 10 of the
European Convention on Human Rights.

SUPPLEMENTARY CLAIM: The plaintiffs seek compensation for the financial loss they
had to suffer as a result of the judgment of the District Court, which ordered them to pay
187.000 NOK in damages to the plaintiffs, and 136.342 NOK for the latter’s expenses and
costs.

1. FACTS:
In March and April 1988, Mr Linberg served on board the ship Harmoni as an inspector
of seal hunting, appointed by the Ministry of Fishing. In his report of 30 June 1988, he
alleged several breaches of the regulations on seal hunting, and levelled accusations
against five crew members, designated by name. In his report, he claimed in particular
that some seals had been skinned alive. The Ministry of Fishing then decided not to
publish the report, relying on a provision of the 1980 Act on Public Access to Official
Documents, under which reports containing allegations of breaches of the law must not
be made public.
On 15 July 1988, Bladet Tromso published an article by Mr Lindberg reproducing some
of the allegations contained in the author’s report. On July 19, 1988, the newspaper
published a portion of the report and then, on July 20, the rest. The names of the five
accused crewmembers were deleted from the publication.
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From 15 to 23 July 1988, the newspaper published almost daily the different points of
view, including its own comments, those of the Ministry of Fishing, of the Norwegian
Sailors’ Federation, of Greenpeace, and of seal hunters. The publication of the articles
was made at very close dates, which gives the impression that the reports were
balanced.
In May 1991, Harmony sailors initiated defamation proceedings against the applicants,
which ended with the judgment of March 14, 1992. The NordTroms District Court held
that two of the statements contained in the article published in the Bladet Tromso on 15
July 1988 and four that appeared on 20 July 1988 were defamatory, ‘unlawful’, and that
their accuracy had not been proven. One of them, “live skinned seals” claimed, according
to the Court, that seal hunters had committed acts of cruelty towards animals. Another
implied that the hunters had in fact mistreated and threatened the hunting inspector.
Other statements gave the impression that some hunters (not named in the articles)
killed four “Groenland” seals, whose hunting was illegal at the time. The Court annulled
the statements and, considering that the newspaper was at fault, ordered it and its
editor-in-chief to pay 10.000 NOK respectively to each of the seventeen claimants.
Applicants were not allowed to appeal to the Supreme Court.

2. CONSIDERATIONS TO KEEP IN MIND:
The context in which the statements of this dispute were made was that of the
controversy at that time in Norway around seal hunting, and the general interest that
case covered. The basic purpose of the articles at issue was not to accuse certain persons
of infringements of the rules on seal hunting or of cruelty to animals.
Article 10 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms does not guarantee freedom of speech without limitation, even when it comes
to reporting serious matters of general interest to the press.
The Tribunal must investigate whether, in the case in question, there were particular
grounds which might exempt the newspaper from its normal obligation to verify
statements of defamatory facts for individuals. Particularly at stake is the nature and
degree of the defamation in question. Criticism was not directed at all crew members or
specific members.
Mr.Lindberg had drafted his report in an official capacity as an inspector commissioned
by the Ministry of Fishing to monitor seal hunting, a task he carried out on board the
Harmoni during the 1988 season. The crew of the Harmoni denied Mr.Lindberg’s
competence and the accuracy of the allegations of “cruel methods of slaughter”.
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Prior to the contested publication of 15 July 1988, the ministry had not publicly
expressed doubts as to the merits or well-foundedness of the criticisms or to
Mr.Lindberg’s competences.
Consider also the question of the extent to which the newspaper Bladet Tromso could
reasonably regard the Lindberg report as credible regarding the arguments at hand, in
the light of the situation, as presented to it at the time.
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THE JUDGMENT OF THE STRASBOURG COURT
In judgment 21980/93, handed down in Strasbourg on 20 May 1999, in the case of
Bladet Tromso and Stensaas vs State of Norway, the European Court of Human Rights
declared, by thirteen votes to four, that there had been a violation of article 10 of the
European Convention on Human Rights.
For the Tribunal, when the press contributes to the public debate on issues of legitimate
concern, it should in principle be able to rely on official reports, without the need for
independent investigations; otherwise, the press could not even play its indispensable
role as a “watchdog”. A factor of great importance is the position expressed by the
ministry before 20 July 1988, which does not allow to considered that the newspaper
had no reason to attest to the data contained in the report.
Considering the various factors which limit the damage that could be made to the
reputation of the various seal hunters, and the situation as presented in the Bladet
Tromso at the time, the Court considers that the newspaper could reasonably rely on
Linberg’s official report without being made to verify for itself the accuracy of the facts
appearing therein; nor does it see any reason to doubt that the newspaper acted in good
faith in this regard.
Although the reasons invoked by the State of Norway are relevant, they are not
sufficient to demonstrate that the interference complained of was “necessary in a
democratic society”. There was no reasonable relationship of proportionality between
the limitations imposed on the applicants’ freedom of speech and the legitimate
objective pursued, the protection of “the reputation and rights” of seal hunters.
The Court therefore found that there had been a violation of Article 10 of the
Convention.
The Court awarded the interested parties all sums requested in the supplementary
application. The applicants also seek reimbursement of 652.229 NOK as costs due to the
internal procedure and the Strasbourg procedure. The Court granted them 370.199
NOK. The interested parties also requested 515.336 NOK in interests. The Court granted
them 65.000 NOK in this regard. Several judges expressed dissenting votes, the text of
which is attached to the judgment.
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ACTIVITY 6: IDENTIFY LINES OF ACTION TO COUNTER HATE MESSAGES.

Material: Copies, pen and paper.
Time: 45 minutes.
Groupings: Large group, joint debate.
Educational level: Secondary Education.

Activity description:
This is an activity to discuss the limits of freedom of speech. It is about jointly assessing
the actions to undertake in a series of situations related to the free expression of
opinions. The discussion should focus on whether or not to remove any of the messages
found online and the reason for doing so, as well as other actions that could be
undertaken. Begin the debate by raising each of the following specific situations:
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A website of an ultranationalist group is dedicated to extolling the
“characters of patriots”, often using exclusionary and violent language,
even defending racist positions. The page gives rise to many comments,
some of them in support of the group’s theses, but most of them are
contrary to the ultranationalist and racist language and positions of the
site.
In his personal blog, a town councilman publishes an appeal for neighbors
to protest and demand the eviction of a community of immigrants who
work in agriculture. It provokes a large number of comments, both
supportive and rejective, but in the following days violent demonstrations
start in the town, with even physical attacks on members of the immigrant
community. The issue becomes national news.
A person publishes on their profile on a social network a drawing of the
country’s president, in which he is depicted as a bloodthirsty murderer.
A famous person posts on their profile on a social network a video in which
elderly people are deemed as a heavy burden on society. As a result,
he/she is subject of a harassment campaign on social networks, which
results in the leak of their personal and private data.
A clearly racist content was posted long ago on a website; it has had
practically no visits or repercussions for a long time. It is later found by a
person with a large following, who launches a public campaign to have
the content removed. As a result, visits to said content skyrocket.
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ACTIVITY 7: IDENTIFICATION OF HATE GROUPS AND IDEOLOGIES.
Material: Internet access, pen and paper.
Time: 45 minutes.
Groupings: Small groups; large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.
Activity description:
Begin the activity by explaining the ideologies that use hatred as a tool for their political
actions, with special emphasis on Nazi-fascist movements. Introduced the concept of
hate groups, which not only start and spread hate speech, but also plan and carry out
violent actions against minorities.
Look online for information to complement the concept of hate group, and for examples
of these small groups. The ultimate goal is not only to look for and identify their profiles
or websites, but also to report them for their content to the platforms that host them
or even to the police. The first part of the activity (search, identification, and proposal
of actions to undertake) should be carried out in small groups, but they should wait for
the joint sharing for the final resolution to adopt after considering all options.

Photo by Mert Kahveci in Unsplash
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ACTIVITY 8: IDENTIFICATION IN THE PRESS OF CRIMES BY
IDEOLOGICAL HATRED.

Material: Internet access, pen and paper.
Time: 45 minutes.
Groupings: Small groups; large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.

Activity description:

A significant number of hate crimes fall under the heading of ideological hatred. Most
are related to two quite specific areas: on the one hand the attacks on progressive, leftwing or anti-fascist people, and on the other in the field of soccer, in which the “ultra”
groups (hooligans) of some teams clash with those of others.

This activity should focus on looking for information more on digital press than on social
networks, since we are increasingly used to getting information on them. After making
an introduction to the issue of ideological hate crime and the environment of the digital
press, divided the students into small groups to look for news on ideological hate crimes
that have been committed, collecting information on the events and the subsequent
consequences, such as trials and sentences.

After some time, ask the students to share the results they have obtained.
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ACTIVITY 9: DEBATE ON THE PARADOX OF TOLERANCE.

Material: Pen and paper.
Time: 45 minutes.
Groupings: Large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.

Activity description:

The objective of this activity is to ensure that the students develop their ability to listen,
argue, exemplify… -in short- to participate in an orderly debate of ideas and proposals,
respecting turns and the opinions of others. It is important to appoint a moderator to
organize the debate. The role of the teacher should be more that of a guide of the
general lines to be discussed.
The debate will be about Karl Popper’s “paradox of tolerance”. Don’t introduce the issue
in its entirety, but progressively, by launching general questions:
•

What are the main characteristics that define a democratic society?

•

To what extent is tolerance of different opinions and minority groups important
for a democratic society? Should it have limits?

•

To defend a tolerant society, should intolerant groups be banned?

•

Should those who are intolerant be tolerated? Under what conditions?

•

Can unlimited tolerance lead to endangering the tolerant society and tolerance
itself?
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ACTIVITY 10: HISTORICAL EXAMPLES OF THE TRIUMPH OF
INTOLERANCE IN TOLERANT SOCIETIES.

Material: Internet access, pen and paper.
Time: 45 minutes.
Groupings: Small groups; large group.
Educational level: Secondary Education.
Activity description:
Examples help us to fix concepts. In this activity students have to look for examples in
the history of tolerant societies that have suffered the triumph of intolerant groups, first
through small groups and then with a sharing. The goal is not only to find examples, but
also to document the background that enabled the rise of intolerance, what could have
been done to prevent that rise, or how the dominance of those intolerant ended. The
activity can be easily exemplified with the rise of nazism in Germany in the 30s.

Photo by Karsten Winegeart in Unsplash
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EVALUATION
While this Didactic Unit for the Freedom of Speech and against Ideological Hatred is
carried out, a continuous evaluation will be made using direct and systematic
observation both in the interventions of students in the debates and sharing, as well as
in the processes of searching and elaborating materials. At the end of the Didactic Unit,
the individual and collective work of the students will be evaluated following the set
criteria.
Each activity will be evaluated after finishing, assessing what worked and what didn’t,
the space, the time, the motivation, the groups… Use this as a measure of readjustment
and adaptation of the development process of the Didactic Unit.
Also carry out the evaluation of the Didactic Unit by the students themselves using the
questions below, in groups and individually.

1. What did you find interesting in the Didactic Unit?
2. What did you like the most? And what less?
3. What have you learned from this Unit?
4. Do you think the topics studied here are important?
5. Do you think we should add or remove something?

Responses can be anonymous or not. Once the answers are collected, you can repeat
the same questions to be worked on in groups, so they can share their impressions.
Lastly and optionally, we propose conducting a final work by the students, to develop
one of the topics worked or proposed by the student themselves (model by discovery).
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